
HOW TO WRITE AN ARTICLE TITLE IN A PAPER MLA STYLE

Citing scholarly sources in your writing can help you to support your argument or For MLA style, an in-text citation
includes the author's last name and the page.

The title of the overall Web site is italicized if distinct from the the title of the work. Essay author's last name,
first name. The title of the work is enclosed in quotation marks if it is part of a larger work. Newspapers The
title of the periodical journal, magazine, or newspaper is italicized. Separate a subtitle with a colon and a
space. Edition editor's name. Articles, essays, chapters, poems, webpages, songs, and speeches are placed in
quotation marks. When following MLA format, use a title cover page only if it is specifically requested.
Example: Park, Madison. Separate a subtitle with a colon and a space. Date of publication: Range of page
numbers that include the essay. Solomon O. Place of publication: Publisher, year. Italicize any other book
titles used in your title, and use quotation marks around any other published articles or essays used in your
title. List the full title as it is written on the source. Begin writing your essay in left alignment on the next
double-spaced line. Warning MLA style does not call for a title cover page. Citing Published Essays in Your
Work Begin the entry for an essay from a book or anthology with the essay author's last name. Capitalize all
principal words nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc. Eliminate any ideas that use first-person nouns or pronouns
unless the essay is about you. Do not capitalize articles, prepostions, or conjunctions when they fall in the
middle of a title. Web page: Meade, Rita. Pasadena: Salem P,  Use quotation marks for titles published in
larger works like articles, essays, chapters, poems, Web pages, songs, and speeches. Separate each piece of
information with proper punctuation, as illustrated by the following example. Salda, Michael N. Creating Your
Title Write down four to six title ideas that give the reader an idea of what to expect in your essay. Annotated
Bibliography General Rules for Titles in Works Cited List in progress In general, the title of a work is taken
from the title page of the publication. Choose from the remaining ideas the title that would most likely catch
the attention of your readers and make them want to read more. Knopf, 


